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ABSTRACT
Many applications require network performance bounds, or Quality of Service (QoS), for their proper operation.
This is achieved through the appropriate allocation of network resources; however, providing end-to-end QoS is
becoming more complex, due to the increasing heterogeneity of networks. For example, end-to-end QoS can be
provided through the concatenation of services across multiple networks (domains), but each domain may employ
diﬀerent network technologies as well as diﬀerent QoS methodologies. As a result, management strategies are
needed to provide QoS across multiple domains in a scalable and economically feasible manner.
This paper describes a microeconomic-based middleware architecture that allows the speciﬁcation and acquisition of QoS and resource policies. The architecture consists of users, bandwidth brokers, and network domains.
Executing applications, users require network QoS obtained via middleware from a bandwidth broker. Bandwidth brokers then interact with one another to provide end-to-end QoS connections across multiple domains.
This is done in a BGP manner which recursively provides end-to-end services in a scalable fashion. Using this
framework, this paper describes management strategies to optimally provision and allocate end-to-end connections. The methods maintain a low blocking probability, and maximize utility and proﬁt, which are increasingly
important as network connectivity evolves as an industry.
Keywords: middleware, Quality of Service, resource management, microeconomics

1. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of applications rely on computer networks to provide advance services, such as Quality
of Service (QoS) guarantees, for their operation. Typical QoS components include bounds on the end-to-end
delay, delay variation, and packet loss. These QoS assurances can be provided with the proper management
(provisioning and allocation) of network resources, such as processor time, link bandwidth, and buﬀer space.
Provisioning is the acquisition of large point-to-point network services (connections) over a long time scale. In
contrast, allocation is the distribution of these provisioned services (via pricing) to individual users over a smaller
time scale.1, 2 These management issues occur within a single domain (intra-domain) as well as across multiple
domains (inter-domain). Unfortunately, providing end-to-end QoS is complex due to the increasing ubiquity
and heterogeneity of networks (diﬀerent underlying QoS protocols and technologies). Therefore, management
strategies are needed to provide QoS across multiple domains in a scalable and economically feasible manner.
Microeconomic theory has been utilized as an eﬃcient mechanism for resource management, optimal allocations, and revenue generation.3–9 For example, pricing and managing QoS-enabled networks in a retail market
is described by Briscoe et al.3 Network resource provisioning has also been investigated, where bandwidth
contracts are bought and sold among network brokers and service providers.10–13 This previous research was
primarily interested in the development of a wholesale market and deﬁning general economic stability. For example, a wholesale/retail market was proposed for Internet Diﬀerentiated Services (DiﬀServ) networks by Semret
et al.13 While this paper provided important insight into provisioning and peering, it did not address resource
allocation (pricing). Pricing was investigated in a companion paper14 ; however, these management issues are
best answered simultaneously, since provisioning and allocation are interdependent.
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Figure 1. QoS enabled network consisting of users, bandwidth brokers, and network domains.

In2 a framework was described for provisioning and pricing a single connection within the context of hierarchical markets. A connection was purchased in a wholesale market and access was sold to individual users in
a retail market. The objective was to maximize proﬁt and bandwidth utilization, while reducing the blocking
experienced by users. However, the problem of eﬃciently managing connections that span multiple domains was
not directly addressed. This paper builds on the previous hierarchical model to provide a scalable strategy for
inter-domain connection management. This is achieved using middleware services15, 16 and a BGP-oriented signaling method. Middleware hides the protocol speciﬁcs associated with diﬀerent QoS implementations, thereby
simplifying how connections are established. The BGP-oriented signaling only requires domains to advertise
transport services with their immediate neighbors, yielding a scalable method for providing end-to-end connections. Given this framework for managing end-to-end network connections, this paper introduces techniques to
determine the proper provisioning and allocation amounts that maximize proﬁt and utilization, and reduce the
blocking experienced by users.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the network model used, consisting
of users, bandwidth brokers and network domains. The market model is given in section 3, where users and
bandwidth brokers interacting via the middleware layer to provide end-to-end QoS service. Section 4 introduces
optimal strategies for bandwidth provisioning and allocation (pricing). A numerical example is given in section 5
to demonstrate the potential gains of managing the retail and wholesale markets simultaneously. Finally, section
6 provides a summary of middleware connection management and discusses some areas of future research.

2. NETWORK MODEL
As seen in ﬁgure 1, the network model consists of two entities (users and bandwidth brokers) and two diﬀerent
markets (retail and wholesale). Users require a certain QoS and bandwidth amount along a path, for example
eﬀective bandwidth,17 for their network applications. Users may request diﬀerent levels of QoS and have
varying session lengths. In addition, users can start a session at any time and desire immediate network access
(minimal reservation delay). In contrast, the bandwidth broker owns large amounts of bandwidth (or rights
to bandwidth).18 The bandwidth broker purchases link bandwidth from other bandwidth brokers (end-to-end
provisioning), then oﬀers smaller bandwidth portions to individual users and/or larger amounts to neighboring
domains. Therefore a session is a small amount of bandwidth, appropriate for a single user or application, while
a connection is a large aggregate.
Link bandwidth will be the primary resource that is bought and sold in the markets, while QoS metrics will
be used as constraints. For example a customer may request a bit rate with a certain minimum point-to-point
delay or type of service (e.g., best eﬀort), which is consistent with how service (in its limited form) is traded
today. Furthermore, this paper deﬁnes a service as a low-level network service that a bandwidth broker oﬀers to
its retail and wholesale customers. Services could include the Internet Integrated Services (IntServ) guaranteed
service19 or DiﬀServ assured forwarding.20 A QoS connection is the actual invocation and use of a service (QoS
class). How the QoS is achieved depends on the underlying network protocols; it is expected in the future that
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Figure 2. Resource request and answer through middleware services.

the customer will be shielded from such speciﬁcs via middleware.3, 15 Once a QoS connection is established
(provisioned), portions of the connection are sold (allocated) to individual users and neighboring domains at a
price; therefore, it is expected that multiple users (local and other domains) will share a single QoS connection.

3. MARKET MODEL FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Using the network model described in the previous section, buying and selling of bandwidth will occur in two
diﬀerent types of markets: the retail market and the wholesale market. The retail market consists of a domain
broker (acting as a service provider) selling portions of established connections to users. In contrast, the wholesale
market consists of bandwidth brokers buying and selling large connection rights from each other. Bandwidth
will be traded in these two types of markets in a scalable and economically feasible fashion to provide end-to-end
service.

3.1. Retail Market and Resource Allocation
The user interacts in the retail market via the middleware layer, which provides a simple interface to purchase the
necessary QoS.16 As seen in ﬁgure 2, the user application provides the middleware layer the desired bandwidth
amount, QoS speciﬁcation, destination, and budget∗ . The QoS speciﬁcation could be a simple ordinal value
indicating the desired service type (e.g., gold, silver, or bronze service20 ) or a more complex QoS speciﬁcation
that is mapped to a QoS proﬁle by the middleware layer.21 As described by Maniatis et. al,22 no standard
exists for specifying QoS requirements; however, such standards would simplify the processing required by the
middleware layer. The bandwidth broker periodically distributes the current price schedule and available QoS
levels to the middleware layer of each user.
The retail price of bandwidth (charged to users) will be based on use. Similar to residential electricity,
bandwidth will be considered a nonstorable commodity. The time scale associated with the retail price is
important issue. Bandwidth prices could remain ﬁxed for long periods of time or continually change based on
current congestion levels.2 As a compromise, the management technique will use retail prices based on slowly
varying parameters, such as Time of Day (ToD) statistics.23 A day will be divided into equal periods of time
called a retail price interval. During each retail price interval every QoS class will have a ﬁxed bandwidth price.
To provide predictability, prices are known a priori by the users via a price schedule.
Using the user and retail price information, the middleware layer determines if the desired bandwidth and
QoS are aﬀordable. If they are aﬀordable, the middleware layer contacts the bandwidth broker and makes
a Resource Allocation Request (RAR), identifying the bandwidth amount, QoS class, and destination. The
bandwidth broker receives the request and issues a Resource Allocation Answer (RAA). If the amount or class
∗
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Figure 3. Multiple domain network, where each domain is managed by a separate bandwidth broker. Bandwidth broker
A obtains service to domain D via SLA with neighboring bandwidth broker B.

is not available to the destination, a rejection is sent back to the user, signifying a blocked user. Otherwise,
the bandwidth broker makes the appropriate reservation† and sends an acceptance back to the user. For a
reservation, the bandwidth broker must signal to the appropriate ingress router: the connection identiﬁcation,
the allowable rate, QoS level, and the identity of the user. This policy information could be signaled using a
variety of protocols, such as COPS or DIAMETER. The ingress router is then responsible for monitoring and
policing user traﬃc. Some of the protocol issues related to user and bandwidth broker interactions are addressed
by the IETF Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) working group.
The retail bandwidth of a QoS connection is sold on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-serve basis; advanced reservations
are not allowed. Furthermore, a new user is admitted only if the QoS of existing users will be maintained. If
the amount is aﬀordable but not available in any of the acceptable QoS classes, the user is considered blocked.
However, users who cannot aﬀord the retail price are not considered blocked.

3.2. Wholesale Market and Inter-Domain Provisioning
Users can only experience end-to-end QoS when there is consistent support from sender to receiver; therefore,
bandwidth brokers must adequately provision bandwidth over multiple domains. This includes bandwidth for
local users and neighboring bandwidth brokers. Management issues are similar to those that arise with intradomain management (proper allocation and provisioning decisions). However, inter-domain management is more
complex, due to the need for inter-domain policy management. As seen in ﬁgure 3, bandwidth brokers must
negotiate and coordinate QoS connection rights with other bandwidth brokers to provide QoS connectivity
across multiple domains. Connection rights have an associated Service Level Agreement (SLA), which speciﬁes
the location, delivery date, QoS, price, and term (connection duration), where the term is typically larger than
a retail price interval. Note, the standardization of such agreements is the subject of current research.22 In the
absence of such standards, the middleware layer must match the diﬀerent QoS descriptors oﬀered per domain to
provide end-to-end QoS.
Historically, agreements between domains (national backbone carriers) were bilateral.1, 24 Two neighboring
domains agreed to carry each other’s traﬃc as long as the amounts sent and received were comparable. However,
such agreements are inherently cumbersome and not feasible between diﬀerent-sized network operators (e.g., small
Internet service provider and a major telecommunication carrier).24 Bilateral agreements are further complicated
by the advent of QoS, since bandwidth brokers must establish agreements for each service class. However,
the use of multi-lateral agreements does not provide an elegant solution. In this scenario, bandwidth brokers
would establish SLAs at each domain along every path. End-to-end QoS would then be provided through the
concatenation of these agreements. Establishing agreements with multiple bandwidth brokers is problematic,
considering the size of the global Internet, the number of individual SLAs needed by a single service provider,
and the logistics (term and delivery location) of coordinating these agreements. For this reason, the proposed
inter-domain management will rely on concepts from the Internet routing Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to
provide end-to-end QoS in a scalable fashion.
†

Note, the aggregate connection should already be established.
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BGP assumes a network consists of multiple Autonomous Systems (AS).25 To transmit data from one AS
to another, each AS contracts with its neighbors for transport service. Likewise, these neighbors contract with
their neighbors for service. This procedure repeats until all autonomous systems are interconnected. Therefore,
each AS makes an agreement (bilateral) with its direct neighbors for data transport, eliminating the need for
multi-lateral agreements. A similar approach is used by the Border Gateway Reservation Protocol (BGRP)26
to reserve bandwidth across domains. Neighboring bandwidth brokers will buy and sell SLAs in the wholesale
market. However, unlike a bilateral agreement, the SLA (forward contract) will specify the ﬁnal destination
domain, the bandwidth amount, QoS, cost, and term. Note that a bandwidth broker must be prevented from
purchasing an SLA that contains its domain as an intermediary (or transit) domain from the source to the ﬁnal
destination. Given this scenario, the neighboring bandwidth broker (seller) would have established an SLA with
another bandwidth broker for the same service and ﬁnal destination domain. This pattern would repeat until
a bandwidth broker purchases an SLA directly, with the bandwidth broker controlling the destination domain.
For example, in ﬁgure 3, assume bandwidth broker C purchases an SLA from bandwidth broker D for service to
domain D. Bandwidth broker C could then sell an SLA to domain D by creating a connection across its domain
connecting to the ingress router speciﬁed by the SLA agreement with D. If bandwidth broker B purchases
the SLA from bandwidth broker C for service to domain D, it could sell an SLA for service to domain D. At
each stage the bandwidth broker would purchase an SLA large enough for its internal traﬃc plus additional
bandwidth to sell to its neighbors in the wholesale market. A similar two-tier management approach based on
BGP is described in27 ; however, agreements between domains are bilateral, do not specify the ﬁnal destination,
and lack any economic cost component.
Using the model described in the previous section, assume a bandwidth broker needs to establish a QoS
connection to another domain. The bandwidth broker could query each of its neighbors for the price of an
appropriate SLA to this destination. The neighboring bandwidth brokers would respond with the cost of the
SLA (price per unit bandwidth per unit time). Once the quotes have been gathered from the neighbors, the
bandwidth broker could then determine the appropriate SLA to purchase. This request-quote method provides
a simple mechanism for trading bandwidth; however, it does not easily scale to larger networks (large number of
domains). A better alternative for large networks is the bandwidth commodity market, where bandwidth brokers
oﬀer and bid on connection rights across domains at a single site. The market attempts to match buyers and
sellers, and communicates the aggregate pricing to the rest of the market to encourage competitive behavior.24

4. STRATEGY FOR RESOURCE PROVISIONING AND ALLOCATION
The previous section introduced a framework for allocating and provisioning end-to-end connections over diﬀerent domains. Each bandwidth broker seeks to provision and allocate connections that minimize blocking and
maximize proﬁt, while providing end-to-end QoS. The bandwidth broker must decide which connections (destination domains) and what QoS classes are required. Furthermore, the bandwidth broker must determine how
much bandwidth to purchase for each Service Level Agreement (SLA). Decisions must account for local traﬃc
(inter-domain) needs and demands from the wholesale market (neighboring domains).
Assume an end-to-end path requires multiple connections, each with a diﬀerent QoS that belongs to the set
Q. Each connection has an associated SLA that speciﬁes the maximum bandwidth (provisioned amount), QoS
class, location (ingress and egress routers), cost, and the term (connection duration). Let i uniquely identify a
connection and QoS class. For the wholesale market, divide the SLA duration into M periods, where m = 1...M .
This represents points in time where the wholesale market price will change. Similarly for the retail market, let
each day be divided into N equal periods (retail price intervals), where n = 1...N . Therefore, an SLA would span
several consecutive wholesale and retail time periods, as seen in ﬁgure 4. The bandwidth broker is interested
in maximizing the proﬁt of the connection, which occurs when the diﬀerence between the sum of the retail and
wholesale revenues generated and the cost is maximized. This is given in the following formula.
⎫
⎧
M
N
⎬
⎨ 

ri,m (yi,m ) +
ri,n (xi,n ) − ci (si )
(1)
max
⎭
⎩
i∈Q m=1

n=1
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Figure 4. Example connection supply of 7 Mbps over 1440 hours, where retail periods are 24 hours in duration (N = 60)
and wholesale periods are 360 hours in duration (M = 3).

The retail revenue generated for connection i during retail price interval n is ri,n (xi,n ), which is based on the
user demand xi,n for this connection. Similarly, the wholesale revenue generated for connection i during the time
period m is ri,m (yi,m ), which is based on the bandwidth broker demand yi,m for this connection. The cost of the
connection i is ci (s) and is based on si the amount purchased in the wholesale market and the local connection
cost. Note the proﬁt maximization is over the SLA term (M consecutive wholesale and N consecutive retail
periods which occur simultaneously, as seen in ﬁgure 4). The ﬁrst-order conditions of the optimization problem
(given in equation 1) are
N
M

∂ri,m (yi,m )  ∂ri,n (xi,n )  ∂c(si )
+
=
(2)
∂yi,m
∂xi,n
∂si
m=1
n=1
i∈Q

i∈Q

Note the supply (SLA provisioning amount) for the connection, si , is constant and must be suﬃcient for user
and bandwidth broker demand. The left-hand side of equation 2 is referred to as the marginal revenue, which is
the additional revenue obtained if the bandwidth broker is able to sell one more unit of bandwidth. The right
side of equation 2 is referred to as the marginal cost, which is the additional cost incurred. This relationship
between revenue and cost can be depicted graphically, as seen in ﬁgure 5. If the cost and revenue functions
are continuous and convex, the optimization problem can be solved. Therefore, to determine the appropriate
provisioning amounts and prices, these functions must be identiﬁed.
4.0.1. Aggregate Retail and Wholesale Demand
The Cobb-Douglas demand function will be used to model aggregate demand in the retail and wholesale markets.28 This function is commonly used in economics, because it is continuous, convex, and has a constant
elasticity. A constant elasticity assumes consumers respond to proportional instead of absolute changes in price,
which is more realistic. Therefore, this demand function is popular for empirical work. The INDEX Project
used the Cobb-Douglas demand function to describe user demand for diﬀerent Internet access speeds.29 For
this reason, this function is also appropriate for Internet QoS demand. The Cobb-Douglas function for the retail
market has the following form,
 α
ij,n
xi,n = βi,n ·
pj,n
(3)
j∈Q

where xi,n is the aggregate retail user demand for class i during retail price interval n; pj,n is the retail price for
class j during retail price interval n; and the approximate aggregate wealth of users requiring class i is denoted
by βi,n . The cross-price elasticity during retail interval n is αij,n , if j = i then αij,n is the own-price elasticity.
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Figure 5. The bandwidth broker seeks the point where the marginal revenue equals the marginal cost. Profit is given in
the shaded area, if optimal provisioning and pricing occurs.

Own-price elasticity represents the percent change in demand for class i in response to a percent change in the
price of class i. The cross-price elasticity is the percentage change in the quantity demanded in response to a
percent change in the price of another resource. If two resources are substitutes, the cross-price elasticity will be
positive, since the price of one resource and the demand for another resource move in the same direction.
4.0.2. Optimal Provisioning
The optimization problem given in equation 1 must be solved to determine the appropriate amount to provision
for each class. This amount will be constant for the duration of the connection. Given the aggregate retail and
wholesale demand functions, the revenue earned is the price multiplied by the demand. For example consider
the revenue for the retail market,

pi,n · xi,n =

xi,n
βi,n ·

j∈Q,j=i

1
αii,n

α

ij,n
pj,n

⎛
1+ α 1
ii,n

· xi,n = xi,n

−1
αii,n

· βi,n

·⎝



⎞ α−1

ii,n

αij,n ⎠
pj,n

(4)

j∈Q,j=i

Taking the derivative of equation 4 with respect to demand yields the retail marginal revenue for retail interval
n. Similarly, taking the derivative of the cost function yields the marginal cost. Using this same procedure for
the wholesale market and substituting these values into equation 2 results in a system of equations that can be
solved for si . Remember we seek the point where demand equals supply; therefore, xi,n + yi,m = si , ∀n, m,
which is the appropriate amount to provision for QoS class i.
The optimization problem can be solved using two diﬀerent approaches. First, the optimization problem can
be solved by treating the two markets independently. Using the techniques described in this section, determine
the optimal amount for each market separately. The total amount to provision is the sum of the retail and
wholesale supply. The amount provision per market is ﬁxed for the duration of the connection; therefore, this
method cannot take advantage of periods where the there is a drop in wholesale demand and an increase in
retail demand (or vice versa). In contrast, the retail and wholesale market provisioning and allocation can be
solved simultaneously. Although this is a more diﬃcult optimization problem, this approach allows the relative
bandwidth amount to change across wholesale periods, which may increase proﬁts. However, the total amount
provisioned is constant for both methods.
Since the marginal equations (revenue and possibly cost) are non-linear for both approaches, direct solutions
cannot be found; however, gradient methods (e.g., Newton) can be used to determine the optimal provisioning
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Table 1. Wholesale and retail demand parameters for the numerical example given in section 5. For each interval, the
top value is α, the middle value is β, and the bottom value is the interval index.

amounts.30, 31 Due to the time typically associated with negotiating an SLA,2 calculations can be performed
oﬀ-line, since convergence time is not critical.
4.0.3. Allocation per Time Period
Given the amount provisioned and the demand functions (equation 3), the retail price per time period can be
determined using the following equation.
pi,n =

xi,n
βi,n ·

j∈Q,j=i

α

ij,n
pj,n

(5)

Substituting the retail supply for xi,n , n = 1 . . . N gives the retail price per interval. Prices will form a price
schedule, which is given to the user middleware layer. Using this schedule and the application requirements, the
middleware layer will be able to determine the cost of a session and purchase the bandwidth that maximizes the
QoS. The same procedure is used to determine the wholesale market prices. Since the system is based on the
competitive market, the resulting allocations (at the equilibrium prices) are fair and eﬃcient.32

5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, a numerical example of the optimal resource management techniques described in section 4
is provided. Speciﬁcally, this section demonstrates the potential gains of optimizing the retail and wholesale
markets simultaneously as opposed to treating the markets independently. Note for the example, bandwidth will
be measured in bits per second while money will be measured in generic tokens.
The example consisted of one connection with 12 retail price intervals (N = 12) and 4 wholesale price intervals
(M = 4); therefore, there were 3 retail price intervals per wholesale interval. The demand parameters for each
interval is given in table 1. The provisioning amounts given by the two optimization methods are depicted in
ﬁgure 6. The total connection bandwidth provision was 3.25 Gbps for the independent optimization, where
1.98 Gbps was for retail and 1.27 Gbps for wholesale. As seen in ﬁgure 6(a), the provisioning amounts for the
markets were constant for the connection term which resulted in a proﬁt of 393870 tokens. The provisioning
amounts for the simultaneous optimization are given in ﬁgure 6(b). The total bandwidth provisioned was 4.5
Gbps for the duration of the connection; however, the amounts provisioned to the retail and wholesale markets
varied. The retail market was provisioned between 200 Mbps (intervals N = 1, 2, 3) to 4.3 Gbps (intervals
N = 7, 8, 9), while the wholesale market was provisioned between 200 Mbps (interval M = 3) and 4.3 Gbps
(interval M = 1). The diﬀerent provisioning amounts were in response to the changing demand characteristics of
the retail and wholesale markets. For example during ﬁrst wholesale period, the retail market demand was low
while the wholesale market demand was high (given by the β parameters); as a result the provisioned amounts
reﬂected these values. In contrast during the second wholesale interval, the wholesale demand was lower than the
retail demand; thus the amount provisioned for the retail market increased while the wholesale market amount
decreased. As a result of the additional provisioning ﬂexibility, the wholesale market proﬁts were 450762 tokens,
which is a 15% increase over the independent optimization method.
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Figure 6. Retail and wholesale provisioning for the same connection using independent and simultaneous optimization.
Simultaneous optimization method resulted in a 15% increase in profits, as compared to independent optimization.

6. CONCLUSIONS
QoS is only realized through the appropriate acquisition of resources or services from the source to the destination.
However, providing end-to-end QoS is increasingly complex given the various QoS support oﬀered by domains
that comprise the connection. This paper introduced a scalable method for optimally provisioning and pricing
end-to-end QoS connections, based on a earlier model presented by Fulp et. al.2 The system consists of users and
bandwidth brokers interacting in retail and wholesale bandwidth markets. Users purchase link bandwidth for
their applications in the retail market via the middleware layer. The middleware layer hides the implementation
details of the underlying services, thereby simplifying how bandwidth is obtained. Bandwidth brokers, each
controlling a network domain, interact with each other in a wholesale market to provide end-to-end connections.
These large aggregate connections are oﬀered in a BGP-oriented fashion which requires bandwidth brokers to
contract only with neighboring domains. This eliminates the need for multilateral contracts resulting in a
scalable technique for establishing end-to-end connections. Using this framework, this paper described methods
to optimally provision and allocate the end-to-end connections (capacity oﬀered to neighboring domains and
local users). This is done to maximize proﬁts and utilization, while reducing the blocking experienced by users.
In addition, optimization techniques were described that allows the domain brokers to change the amounts
provisioned to the retail and wholesale markets, which can result in higher proﬁts.
Future areas of research include billing, accounting, and standardizing QoS speciﬁcations. The management
techniques developed in this paper will rely on a billing and accounting infrastructure; therefore, more research
is needed to develop scalable accounting procedures. In addition, the impact of interval durations on proﬁt
was demonstrated; yet, more research is needed to quantify users preferences for intervals. In addition, better
optimization methods are needed to determine the allocation and provisioning amounts. The introduction of
agent-based trading will occur on a smaller time scale. As a result, eﬃcient numerical methods are needed to
solve this optimization problem.
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